
Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution
Transforming Triangles

Problem

A) Start with a square piece of paper. Fold it in half along the diagonal to form a triangle and
then open it up again. There should be a crease in the paper. Cut along the crease to
make two triangles.

Label the angles of each of the triangles with the letters a, b, and c, where c is at the corner
with the largest angle like this:

a

c b

What are the sizes of the angles a, b, and c? Justify your answer.

B) Take one of triangles and fold it in half so that the corner labelled a touches the corner
labelled b and then open it up again. There should be a crease in the paper. Cut along the
crease to make two triangles.

Compare one of the smaller triangles to the larger triangle left uncut from part A). What
features of the triangles are different? What features of the triangles are the same?

C) The two smaller triangles from part B) have equal sides and angles. Arrange these
triangles into a single shape where sides from each triangle with matching lengths are lined
up and touching without overlapping. What shapes can you form?

Solution

A) We started the construction with a square and we know that all angles in a
square are right angles (90°). Since angle c is untouched from the original
square, it must also be a right angle. Angles a and b are formed by folding
the paper in half and cutting along the crease. Since the two angles on either
side of the crease are the same size and together they formed a right angle,
then angles a and b must each be exactly half of that right angle. This means
that angle a and angle b are each 90°÷2 = 45°.



B) The lengths of sides of the larger and smaller triangles are clearly different.
However, the angles of the small triangle and the large triangle can be
matched up. Both the small and large triangles have one right angle and two
45° angles.

C) You can recreate a bigger triangle by lining up the sides of the smaller
triangles that were created by cutting along the crease that was formed in
part B).

You can also line up the longest sides of each of the smaller triangles. In this
case you will create a square.

There is a third way of aligning the two triangles that forms a parallelogram.



Teacher’s Notes

If two triangles have matching side lengths and matching angles then they are
said to be congruent. In this problem, when we form two triangles by cutting a
square in half along its diagonal, we are creating two congruent triangles.

If two triangles have matching angles, but they do not have matching side
lengths, then they are said to be similar. In this problem, the larger and smaller
triangles we construct are similar triangles.

Although the side lengths are not the same, there is a mathematical relationship
between the lengths of the corresponding sides of similar triangles. The ratios of
the lengths of the corresponding sides of similar triangles are equal.

You can try to convince yourself of this by comparing the lengths of the sides of
the larger triangle to the smaller triangle in this problem:

• measure the lengths of the longest side of the larger and smaller triangles

• measure the lengths of one of the shorter sides of the larger and smaller
triangles

• compare the following ratios:

length of longest side of large triangle
length of largest side of small triangle

to

length of shortest side of large triangle
length of shortest side of small triangle

These number should be approximately the same. Any difference can be
accounted for by the fact that our measurements are not necessarily accurate.


